
PRACTITIONERS SPEAK 

MASTER MEETINGS: WORKING IN HARMONY 

BY LINDA BURDICK AND JUDITH PELLETTIERI 

Ill a great orchestra, talent is a given. Its greatness, however 

lies not only i11 tlie musical gifts of its members, but how 

they play as 011e. -UBS 

M
onday afternoon, 2:30. Second-grade teachers 
Mrs. Houle and Mrs. Stanley walk into the parent 

conference room. Seven expectant faces look up 

and smile. The teachers sit down and pass around their lesson 

plan. One person flips a post-it pad. Another person sets the 
timer. "For the next two weeks, we are focusing on trees and 
preparing students for a debate about conservation vs. con

sumerism. We anticipate the following difficulties ... " Another 

Master Meeting has begun. 

Definition of Master Meeting 
Friend and Cook (1992) defined collaboration as a "style 

of direct interaction between at least two co-equal parties 

voluntarily engaged in shared decision making as they work 
toward a common goal" {p.5 ). Master Meeting at Simonds 

Elementary School is a collaborative bi-monthly gathering of 

all staff involved in the teaching of students in each class

room. This usually involves a team of grade-level teachers, 

the principal, the enrichment coordinator, the special educa

tion teacher, the speech and language pathologist, the math 
coordinator, the Title I teacher, and the reading specialist. 

Depending on the students or the unit under discussion, a 

paraprofessional, the school nurse or another specialist may 

also attend. 

The purpose of the Master Meeting is to share information 

and exchange ideas regarding curriculum and the teach-

ing and learning process. The classroom teacher's role is to 

coordinate services for the students in his/her classroom. We 

think of the teacher as the conductor of an orchestra-the 

team members are all musicians who play very different 
instruments, according to their specialties. If every specialist 

only focused on his/her own interaction with the child, then 

education becomes a cacophony and the student is pulled 

in as many as eight different directions. Instead, at Master 

Meeting, we focus on the overall child and how each of us 

can contribute to the focus of the lessons the teacher brings 

up for discussion-the sheet music! 

History of Master Meeting 
Friend and Cook (1992) offer the following characteristics of 

true collaboration: it is voluntary; it requires a shared goal; 

it includes shared responsibility for key decisions; it includes 

shared accountability for outcomes, and it is based on shared 

resources of time, expertise, space, equipment or any other 

such assets. Master Meetings at Simonds gradually took on 

all of these characteristics over the years, but it didn't happen 

overnight. 
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The groundwork for Master Meetings at Simonds Elementary 
School in Warner, N.H., started seven years ago. New prin· 
cipal Judy Pellettieri came into the school committed to the 
principles expounded in the book, Professio11al Learni11g 
Co1111111111ities at Work by Dufour and Eaker (1998). She 
used this book to initiate conversations at staff meetings that 
would help lead teachers from what was a traditional, isolated 
culture to a more collaborative one. Based on this book, she 
knew that "the isolation of teachers is so ingrained in the 
traditional culture of schools that invitations to collaborate are 
insufficient" (Dufour and Eaker, p. n8). Asking teachers to 
collaborate wouldn't work; collaboration had to be deliberately 
structured into the school day. She also knew that, "When 
teachers collaborate productively, they participate in reflec· 
tive dialogue; they observe and react to one another's teaching, 
curriculum, and assessment practices; and they engage in joint 
planning and curriculum. All of these forms of collaboration 
should improve practice" (Newmann, F., and Associates, 1996, 

p. 183). In addition, Fullan and Hargreaves (1991) discussed 
the importance of collaboration in teacher improvement, since 
collective improvement leads teachers to more likely trust and 
value advice and expertise. A more collaborative environment 
empowers teachers and increases their sense of efficacy (Fullan, 
M. and Hargreaves, A., 1991). Dr. Pellettieri knew that as prin· 
cipal, her role was to nurture systemic collaboration as a vital 
part of her new vision of the school culture (Dufour, R. and 
Berkey, T., 199 5 ). But where to begin? 

During that first year, Dr. Pellettieri noticed specifically how 
time was being utilized: "Too many meetings! Teachers were 
meeting to plan with special education teachers before school, 
with Title I teachers during lunch, and their grade level partners 
after school. We needed to be more efficient!" There was a cym
bal-crash of ideas: changing the school culture, meeting instruc
tional needs, and consulting with the major players involved 
with teaching children. The "Master Meeting" was born. 

The harmony of Master Meeting took many "rehearsals" and 
the music changed constantly over the first few years. Six years 
ago the meeting looked very different than it does today. Since 
many of the conversations before, during and after school 
involved students with special needs, the special education 
teacher was the conductor who set the agenda. The content was 
Individual Education Plan (IEP) driven. There was little input 
from the classroom teacher. What we found was that the focus 
was too narrow, and too few students were being discussed. 

The following year the classroom teacher became the con
ductor. The focus was still on individual students and their 
diverse learning needs. The meetings were rife with detailed 
explanations of why certain students were struggling with 
content, or how behaviors were impeding educational 
progress. The classroom teachers noted that they felt the 
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specialists expected them to produce suggestions for what 
they needed for individual students. In short, as "conductors," 
teachers had the baton, but they didn't have the sheet music. 
As a result, Master Meeting had to change again. 

The teachers came up with a radical idea at a staff meeting: 
Change the focus from individual students to curriculum. 
The teachers started bringing in their plan books with every 
subject area under discussion. It became obvious that this 
was way too broad and unfocused. There was no way all the 
subjects could be discussed by an individual teacher in 20 

minutes! After attempting to discuss the core subjects in the 
time allotted, there was panic when there was no time to dis
cuss other content areas. 

During year three, we decided on a focus area. Teachers picked 
one subject area, wrote about the lesson and brought it to the 
meeting. For example, teachers might have selected a sci-
ence lesson for discussion. The form for Master Meeting was 
revised to reflect this focus, as well as the inclusion of a "big 
idea" or "essential question." They a ked, "What is it that 
you really want students to learn in the next two weeks? This 
allowed teachers to ask 011e question: "How do we get all my 
students to learn ?" Now the members of the orches
tra could concentrate on one area and think hard about who 
needed what in order to be successful in learning the focus area. 
Interestingly, this discussion carried over into other subject 
areas. Barth (2001) argues that teachers who become leaders 

"experience personal and professional satisfaction, a reduction 
in isolation, a sense of instrumentality, and new learnings-all 
of which spill over into their teaching". We found that what
ever suggestions were given at the Master Meeting for the 
selected subject wound up impacting other areas of the curricu
lum as well. For example, if we suggested that students needed 
to practice logical order, patterns, or writing in science, we 
often found that modifications and practice in these areas 
would benefit the student in other subject areas as well. 

During year three, collaboration became a real two-way street. 
Everyone shared strategies that would help implement the goals 
of the teacher-identified unit. The special education teachers 
gave suggestions for modifying content and making accommo
dations, and they scheduled themselves in the classroom when 
needed. The Title I teachers volunteered to preview vocabulary 
and content. The reading specialist suggested supplemental 
books. The orchestra was enlarged to include the enrichment 
coordinator, who gave suggestions for strategies and located 
resources to help challenge all students. We found that when 
we focused on doing a few things well, there was more high 
level discussion, more practical help, and much less stress. 
Vicens and Bourne (2007) note the importance of delegating 
responsibilities in their article, "Ten Simple Rules for Successful 
Collaboration." (p 2). All of the suggestions made were added 
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to the Master Meeting form with post-it notes. This provided a 
simple and inexpensive way to remember the advice shared. It 
also served as a record as to who was responsible for selected 
tasks. The school secretary photocopied this "master form" 
and put a copy in the team members' mailboxes. The original 
was stored in a binder. 

The Master Meeting continued to evolve over the next two 
years. Instead of 20-minute intervals for individual teachers, 

30-minute blocks of time are now scheduled for each grade
level team. This means that grade-level teachers collaborate 
before-hand on what area of the curriculum they want the 
orchestra to focus on. The grade-level teachers email the 
focus area to all the members of the orchestra a few days 
before the meeting. (See Table I for the current form.) This 
way team members come prepared to give input tQ the 
teachers. Often they come with resources and relevant web
sites they have researched. The math coordinator has been 
added to the team and an "evaluation" piece was added to 
the form. Now at the beginning of the meeting, we briefly 

evaluate how the session went during the past two weeks, 
conforming to the idea of "shared accountability for out
comes" (Sev.ier, 2007, p. 1). Feedback is noted on the form, 

which is kept in a notebook for the next year m the Master 
Meeting Binder. Often during a Master Meeting, we will 
refer to the previous year's unit to answer, "Well, how did 
we solve this problem last year?" or "Did we decide this was 
a worthwhile activity?" or "Remember last year you wanted 
to narrow your focus the next time you presented this?" 

The Orchestra in Action 
Smith and Scott ( 1990) assert that the collaborative school 
is easier to describe than define. Let's walk through an 
actual Master Meeting. The form from the classroom 
teacher is emailed ahead of time to the orchestra. The 
subject is Science in grade two. The Big Idea/unit is: 

"Trees: Preserving vs. Needing to Cut Down Trees." This 
unit contains the following expectations linked to the 
New Hampshire Department of Education K-12 Science 
Curriculum Frameworks: 

"3b. Students will demonstrate an increasing ability to 

understand how environmental factors affect all living 
systems as well as species to species interactions." 

• "4c. Students will demonstrate an increasing ability to 
understand that the earth contains a variety of renewable 
and non-renewable resources." 

TABLE I 

Simonds School Master Meeting Form 

Grade Date 

~udent Activities, Projects, etc. 

Analyze Difficulty 

Assessment Strategies Accommodated Assignments 

T itle I/Reading 

OT/ PT Enrichment 

EVALUATION 

Activity_ 

Area of Difficulty 

S1rategics/Suggesrions 
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Also included is the NECAP Language Arts Grade Level 
Equivalent standard: 
• "OC-2.-1. In oral communication, students will make 

oral presentations." 

On the form under "Student Activities, Projects, etc." the 
teachers wanted students to list the resources we get from 
trees and sort the list into two categories: "Things provided 
while the tree is standing" and "Things provided after the tree 
is cut down." The student were to analyze the importance 
of the items on the list and debate whether it is better to cut 
down trees or preserve them. The classroom teachers supplied 
the topic, big ideas and activities-the "sheet music" for the 
orchestra. Under "Analyze Difficulty," the classroom teach
ers anticipated that students would have trouble seeing both 
sides of a debate, and they might have trouble preparing for 
it. During the actual debate, they thought that students might 
have trouble speaking fluently, making a calm rebuttal, taking 
turns speaking, or even participating at all. The assessments 
listed are observation and a formal summative test. The teach
ers also anticipated a needed accommodation: Some students 
would need scribing help. The conductors were asking the 
orchestra to tune their instruments! 

During the Master Meeting, the plan from last year was 
reviewed first. It was noted that student performance on the 
end-of-unit test was greatly improved as the debate func
tioned as a review before the test. A Jeopardy game also 
helped review content. It was noted that students who were 
not expected to do well urprised everyone and did very well, 
so we knew this was an activity worth repeating. 

During the Master Meeting discussion, the Title I Reading 
Teachers suggested that they preview the vocabulary during 
their scheduled time with a group of students. The speech and 
language pathologist suggested that one student with cerebral 
palsy be given time to practice voice modulation with her in 
anticipation of the debate. The prmcipal suggested that the 
school microphone be used during the debate to forestall the 
difficulty of students taking turns and making sure everyone 
was heard. The enrichment coordinator volunteered to look 
for a beautifully illustrated hook on trees that had multiple 
reading levels. The teachers responded with "Great idea!" 
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and "Thanks." Specialists scribbled their suggestions on 
post-its, which were then put on the master form. The time
keeper called "Time!" and the teachers left. The next grade 
level team, along with the special education teacher, came in. 
Another Master Meeting began. 

Essential Components For the Master Meeting 
A classroom teacher willing to take a leadership role in 
working with multiple supplemental teachers 
A team of supplemental teachers who are flexible and 
willing to use the designated curriculum focus area to 
teach specific skills to their students 
Team members familiar and comfortable with 
Differentiated Instruction 
A principal who prioritizes this meeting and understands 
that everyone's schedule will be impacted by it 
A timekeeper willing to use a timer and keep people on 
track 

• A clear idea of the task each member will perform 

Master Meeting Benefits 
Increased communication among and between grade 
level personnel 
Increased sharing of resources both in the building and in 
the district 
Better coordination of curriculum within grades 
More efficient use of personnel 
More efficient access to resources 
Meeting formats that can be replicated 
Enhanced student learning and teacher morale 

One of the results of Master Meetings has been increased 
communication among and between grade levels, which has 
led to increased sharing of resources both in the building and 
in the district. (This confirms Vicens and Bourne's (2007, 

p. 3) advice to "communicate, communicate, and commu
nicate" for successful collaboration.} For example, in one 
meeting, fourth grade teachers struggled with how to provide 
modifications for a math concept. The second grade teach
ers had just shared a great resource that would work for the 
students under discussion and shared their ideas. Simply put, 
the orchestra became aware of what teachers in the building 
use, and they served as conduit for suggesting where those 
resources could be most efficiently used. In addition, we 
found that teachers were more likely to ask for advice if they 
were finding areas of the curriculum difficult to teach, a result 
that proved that teachers in collaboration were more likely to 
obtain ideas and feedback from their colleagues in order to 
solve instructional dilemmas (Sevier, 200 , p.4 ). 

Simonds Elementary School now has better coordination 
of curriculum among grades. Teachers plan what they are 
going to teach as .1 grade level ream. There is equity among 
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the grades in terms of topics taught, field trips planned and 
resources shared. Rather than speak to separate specialists one 
at a time, classroom teachers communicate with all specialists 
at once. Unlike a faculty meeting, only those specialists who 
need to be there are present. Paraprofessionals and special-
ists rotate this responsibility. With notice of an on-going unit 
coming up, specialists can look for resources and provide 
them when teachers need them. During Master Meeting, team 
members sit with laptops and research appropriate websites 
on the spot. During a recent six weeks of Master Meeting, the 
enrichment coordinator (EC) was able to provide a poster for 
a second-grade calculator unit, differentiated task cards for a 
fourth-grade unit on explorers, and coordinate a field trip for a 
fifth-grade unit on the water cycle. When the EC reviewed her 
records for lending out resources across the district, it became 
clear that Simonds Elementary School received the bulk of 
them because the EC knew exactly when teachers needed the 
materials! The same holds true for people as resources. Support 
specialists know when to schedule themselves in classes. If a 
teacher says, "I need help with this writing assignment," sup
port people ask, "What day and what time?" 

Any scientist will tell you an experiment is only valid if the 
results can be replicated. The idea of Master Meeting has 
been shared within and without our school district. One 
school in the district sent teachers to Simonds Elementary 
School to observe Master Meeting and ask questions. A year 
later, that elementary school implemented "Collaboration 
Meetings"-same concept, different name. 

The biggest benefit of Master Meetings is increased stu-
dent learning. More teachers use appropriate differentiated 
techniques when team members provide help in terms of 
classroom assistance, resources and ideas. More students 
receive targeted help (and success with assignments) when the 
supplemental team knows exactly what lessons are planned. 
We found that, as in Sevier (:z.007), many students who 
are not eligible for special education services benefit when 
teachers collaborate. These students benefit because they are 
flexibly grouped and receive specially designed instruction 
delivered in the general education classroom. The special 
education students themselves receive instruction that is less 
fragmented when teachers share instructional goals. More 
students are enriched when the enrichment coordinator is 
completely aware of who is teaching what. As noted by Smith 
and Scott's (1990) research that instruction is most effective 
in a school environment characterized by norms of collegial
ity. Moreover, teachers experience enhanced morale when 
they have a ready-made support network (Sevier, :z.007). 

The Master Meeting asks for a commitment on the part of 
teachers to plan ahead and attend a thirty minute meet
ing once every two weeks. Compared to the time they were 

spending in planning meetings before, this is a vast improve
ment! Deb Cantrell, fourth-grade teacher, says: "Master 
Meeting gives me the unique opportunity to get exactly what 
I need in order to do the best for my students." 

Linda Burdick, M.Ed., is the current enrich111ent coordina
tor, K-8, for the Kearsarge Regional Sc/Joo/ District and the 
2 007 "Gifted Educator of the Year" Educational Excellence 
(EDies) award winner. 

Dr. Judith Pellettieri is the current principal of Si111onds 
Ele111entary School in Warner, N.H., and an educational 
consuftallt. 
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